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1 Background
Applicants Name: Wendy Sharples
Institution: Jülich Supercomputing Center
Application Name: ParFlow, version 693
Programming Language: C, Fortran
Programming Model: MPI
Source Code Available: yes
Input data: idealized testcase
Performance study: Vectorization
User description: Running ParFlow on accelerator architecture. Tuning ParFlow on KNLs
(e.g. JUKNIGHT, JULIA, JUROPA-3) using VTune, Vectorization Advisor or something sim-
ilar. We have installed on JUKNIGHT but performance could be better. What we want out of
it: 1. See how it runs on KNLs, 2. Identify low hanging fruit via compilation flags etc to make
it run more optimally, 3. SIMD vectorization, compiler primers etc.
Application Description: ParFlow (PARallel FLOW) is an integrated hydrology model that
simulates surface and subsurface flow. ParFlow is a parallel simulation platform that operates
in three modes, i.e. steady-state saturated, variably saturated and integrated-watershed flow.
ParFlow is especially suitable for large scale problems on a range of single and multi-processor
computing platforms.
Testcase Description: weak scaling testcase with computational grid of size 50x50x40 and
20 time steps without file IO.
Machine Description: JURECA cluster (1872 compute nodes: 2xIntel Xeon E5-2680 v3
Haswell CPUs per node (12 cores, 2.5 GHz, Intel Hyperthreading Technology), JULIA (60
nodes: 1 Intel Xeon Phi Processor 7210 (1.3 GHz, 64 cores, 4 threads/core), 16 GByte MC-
DRAM, 96 DDR4 memory ), JUQUEEN (28,672 nodes, IBM PowerPC A2, 1.6 GHz, 16 cores
per node, 16 GB SDRAM-DDR3 per node).
Analysis tools: intel-vtune v.2017.1.0.486011, intel-advisor v.2017.1.2.500157, intel-inspector
v.2017.1.1.484836

2 Behavior and syntactic structure
Behavior and syntactic structure was covered in detail in the prior POP performance audit
POP AR 17 and will not be considered in the current report.

3 Focus of interest (FOI)
The main goal of the current report is to investigate ParFlow behavior on Intel Xeon Phi and
discover potential fields for improvement. The Intel Xeon Phi processor is considered to be a
potential candidate for the future production runs. The most attention will be given to the
two aspects, i.e. possible compiler flags which could influence the performance of ParFlow and
vectorization possibilities. Comparison of the runtime on Intel Xeon Phi versus Intel Xeon
versus IBM PowerPC A2 will be also covered in the current report.

Analysis of the report is dedicated to ParFlow single core performance. Thus, all measure-
ments which are provided below refer to a single KNL core.
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4 Compiler Flags
As a first step we measured runtime of the Solver1 with standard compiler flags2 and set it
as a baseline. The runtime for 20 time steps constitutes 87.45s. Then based on experience
described in [1] we measured ParFlow runtime with various compiler flags which might speed
up the application. Detailed results are shown in the Table 1.

Table 1: Compiler flags

Compiler flag Description Time, s Speedup, %
-no-vec -no-simd disable vectorization 88.20 -0.86
-fma generate fused multiply-add (FMA) instructions 87.26 0.22
-align variables and arrays are naturally aligned 87.28 0.19
-f-inline-functions enable function inlining 87.20 0.29
-f-unroll-loops enable loop unrolling 87.13 0.37

-fp-model fast3 use more aggressive optimizations
on floating-point calculations 87.28 0.19

-no-prec-div3 decrease precision of floating-point division 85.82 1.86
-parallel enable auto-parallelizer 86.35 1.26
-ipo4 enable interprocedural optimization - -
pgo5 profile guided optimization 84.07 3.87

Only a few compiler flags (i.e. -no-prec-div, -parallel and profiler guided optimization)
can slightly improve runtime of the application. As it is shown in the Table 1 enabled/disabled
vectorization did not change the runtime. Vectorization will be considered in the following
section.

5 Vectorization
As could be seen from the section 4 optimization compiler flags could slightly improve ParFlow’s
runtime. Another opportunity to reduce runtime on Intel Xeon Phi is a vectorization. To
identify potential vectorization candidates we will use Intel Vectorization Advisor and compiler
vectorization reports, i.e. ”-qopt-report=5 -qopt-report-phase=vec,loop
-qopt-report-file=stderr.” Figure 1 shows vectorization summary report of the original
version of ParFlow. Only 0.9% of the total time spent in 10 vectorized loops whereas 99.1% is
a scalar code. Efficiency of 10 vectorized loops is 44%. The top consuming loops occur in three
functions, i.e. RichardsJacobianEval and PhaseRelPerm and Saturation (see in Table 2).
Loops in these functions are potential candidates for vectorization optimization. To understand
how to vectorize these loops it is necessary to consider them more closely.

1Time provided by internal ParFlow measurements
2Standard compiler flags are: -g -O3 -xMIC-AVX512
3This might not be safe for all programs.
4Failed during linking with must be linked with icc or xild error
5Profiler guided optimization (PGO) consists of three steps, i.e. program instrumentation, execution of the

instrumented program and recompilation of the program based on the profiler output
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Table 2: The most time consuming loops in ParFlow

Loop
number Function name Source code Self time, s Trip

counts
1 RichardsJacobianEval richards jacobian eval.c:612 7.1 92259
2 PhaseRelPerm problem phase rel perm.c:1102 2.4 92259
3 Saturation problem saturation.c:280 3.5 92259
4 PhaseRelPerm problem phase rel perm.c:1206 2.5 92259
5 Saturation problem saturation.c:304 2.2 92259
6 RichardsJacobianEval richards jacobian eval.c:463 2.1 92259

Figure 1: Vectorization summary report of the original version of ParFlow provided by Intel
Vectorization Advisor. Only 0.9% of the total time is spent in 10 vectorized loops whereas
99.1% is scalar code. Efficiency of the 10 vectorized loops is 44%. The most time-consuming
loops are in three functions, i.e. RichardsJacobianEval and PhaseRelPerm and Saturation.

All aforementioned loops use the same macro, i.e. GrGeomInLoop defined in grgeometry.h
(see Listing 1). The differences are in provided parameters and most importantly in the content
of the loop body().

Listing 1: ”GrGeomInLoop macros”
GrGeomInLoop( param i , param j , param k ,

param gr domain , param r ,
param ix , param iy , param iz ,
nx , ny , nz ,
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{
loop body ( ) ;

} ) ;
The simplified schematic structure after preprocessing the macro is shown in Listing 2 which

constitutes four nested loops, i.e. one outermost while loop which contains three for loops.

Listing 2: ”Pseudo code of ParFlow’s solver”
compute neces sary indexes ( param i , param j , param k ,

param gr domain , param r ,
param ix , param iy , param iz ,
nx , ny , nz ) ;

while ( l >= 0)
{

/∗ l oop over indexes and execu te the body ∗/
for ( k = i z l ; k < i zu ; k++) {

for ( j = i y l ; j < iyu ; j++) {
for ( i = i x l ; i < ixu ; i++)
{

loop body ( ) ;
}

}
}
l ++;

}

5.1 Loop interchange
In order to improve vectorization, the compiler report recommended to apply loop interchange
to the for loops provided in Listing 2. We have discerned all six possibilities. However, the
measurements show almost no difference in runtime (time varies from 86 to 89s). Detailed
timings are provided in Table 4.

5.2 Analysis of the vectorization prerequisites
Loops can be vectorized if the following prerequisites will be fulfilled [2], [3]:

• the loop should be countable

• avoid dependencies between loop iterations, or at least, avoid read-after-write dependen-
cies.

• the loop body has no branches. However, if statements are allowed if they can be imple-
mented as masked assignments, which is usually the case.

• prefer array notation to the use of pointers. C programs in particular impose very few
restrictions on the use of pointers; aliased pointers may lead to unexpected dependencies.
Without help, the compiler often cannot tell whether it is safe to vectorize code containing
pointers.

• the loop does not have function calls. However, this condition has two major exceptions,
i.e. for intrinsic math functions and for functions that may be inlined.
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Table 3: Vectorization analysis for the most time consuming loops in ParFlow

Loop
number Dependency Conditions Array/pointer Functions

1 assumed if condition array only math
2 assumed if condition array only math
3 assumed if condition array only math
4 assumed if condition array only math
5 assumed if condition array only math
6 assumed no array no

Let’s consider all of these conditions.
As mentioned in the first condition, it is necessary for vectorization to know the number of

iterations at runtime. Therefore we will not consider the outermost while loop and concentrate
on the innermost for loop.

To identify data-dependency Intel Vectorization Advisor was used. It assumed there is an
anti-dependency (Write after read - WAR) or a true dependency (Read after write - RAW) in
the loops. Unfortunately it was not possible to verify this assumption due to a Vectorization
Advisor error6. It is recommended to perform dependency analysis in the following proof-of-
concept.

The third condition can be fulfilled if all if statements can be implemented as masked
assignments.

The fourth condition is true for all considered loops. All loop bodies operate with arrays.
The last condition is fulfilled. All aforementioned loops have no function calls except intrinsic

math functions which can be vectorized.
Summary of vectorization analysis provided in Table 3 where loop numbers refer to Table

2.
Thus, with excluded data dependencies and if statements implemented as masked assign-

ments all loops can be vectorized.

5.3 Naive manual vectorization
As the automatic vectorization did not work effectively (see Figure 1), we can use a different
approach, i.e to guide the compiler to vectorize loops with the #pragma ivdep or combination
of #pragma vector always and #pragma ivdep or #pragma simd. #pragma simd forces the
compiler to vectorize the code whether it is beneficial or not, does not check for aliasing or
dependencies that might cause incorrect results, poor performance, memory errors. Whereas
#pragma ivdep overrides potential dependencies, but compiler will do dependency analysis and
will not be vectorized if it find dependency, and #pragma vector always overrides efficiency
heuristics that estimate whether vectorization of a loop is likely to yield a performance benefit
[2].

As GrGeomInLoop is frequently used in ParFlow with different implementation of the loop -
body, it could be beneficial to advise compiler to vectorize it with #pragma directive. This should
be used with caution because it can lead to incorrect results or/and poor performance or/and
memory errors. In Listing 3 there is an example forcing compiler vectorization of the inner most
for loop with #pragma simd directive.

Listing 3: ”Pseudo code of ParFlow’s solver”
6The error is known to the developers of the Intel Vectorization Advisor and will be addressed.
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compute neces sary indexes ( param i , param j , param k ,
param gr domain , param r ,
param ix , param iy , param iz ,
nx , ny , nz ) ;

while ( l >= 0)
{

/∗ l oop over indexes and execu te the body ∗/
for ( k = i z l ; k < i zu ; k++) {

for ( j = i y l ; j < iyu ; j++) {
// f o r c e compi ler to v e c t o r i z e
// the innermost loop
#pragma simd
for ( i = i x l ; i < ixu ; i++)
{

loop body ( ) ;
}

}
}
l ++;

}

Table 4: Time measurements with various compiler directives and order of loop indexes

Order of
loop indexes

Compiler directive
No pragma
(original) #pragma simd #pragma ivdep #pragma vector always

#pragma ivdep
kji 86.24 2023.92 2340.85 2334.99
kij 87.78 62.35 76.54 73.73
ijk 89.08 61.39 68.95 72.41
ikj 88.34 62.72 76.88 73.97
jki 86.34 2037.07 2349.93 2345.82
jik 87.91 60.99 68.44 71.88

The runtime of aforementioned approach is surprisingly long if the innermost for loop iter-
ates over i index. As we can see, vectorization of the loops with real dependencies can slow down
runtime of the application. For example, #pragma ivdep directive makes application 27 times
slower than the original one. Whereas if we apply loop interchange and compiler directives, it
can improve application performance. For example, jik shows 30% performance improvement
in comparison to kji, where 29% of the total time was spent in vectorized code (19 loops). Vec-
torization efficiency constitutes 52% which is a relatively low value. The most time-consuming
loops are the very same three functions, i.e. RichardsJacobianEval and PhaseRelPerm and
Saturation (See Figure 2 and Table 5).

But note, although compiler directives can be efficient they do not guarantee correctness of
the results. It is recommended to investigate if the aforementioned loops have dependency and
can be vectorized.
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Table 5: The most time consuming loops in ParFlow, where #pragma simd compiler directive
was applied to jik loop

Loop
number Function name Source code Self time, s Trip

counts
1 RichardsJacobianEval richards jacobian eval.c:612 6.2 92259
2 PhaseRelPerm problem phase rel perm.c:1102 2.3 92259
3 Saturation problem saturation.c:280 2.6 92259
4 PhaseRelPerm problem phase rel perm.c:1206 2 92259
5 Saturation problem saturation.c:304 1.5 92259
6 RichardsJacobianEval richards jacobian eval.c:463 2 92259

Figure 2: Vectorization summary report of the modified version of ParFlow provided by Intel
Vectorization Advisor. In this version #pragma simd compiler directive was applied to jik
loop. The runtime is reduced by 30% in comparison to the original version. In this version 29%
of the total time was spent in vectorized code (19 loops). Vectorization efficiency constitutes
52% which is a relatively low value. The most time-consuming loops are the very same three
functions, i.e. RichardsJacobianEval and PhaseRelPerm and Saturation.
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6 ParFlow on various processors
To investigate how ParFlow behaves on Intel Xeon versus Intel Xeon Phi7 versus IBM PowerPC
A2 we compared measurements of original version of ParFlow on JULIA (Intel Xeon Phi 7210,
1.3 GHz) and JURECA (Intel Xeon E5-2680, 2.5 GHz) and JUQUEEN (IBM PowerPC A2, 1.6
GHz). The results of the comparison are summarized in Table 6. The same Intel/2017.1.132
compilers were used on JULIA and JURECA and default compiler on JUQUEEN (IBM XL
V12.1). Results reveal that ParFlow on JURECA is much faster than on JULIA or JUQUEEN,
e.g. solver is 7 times slower on JULIA and 8 times slower on JUQUEEN. It is not a surprise
that ParFlow, which has a significant amount of branches (see POP AR 17), is much slower
on JUQUEEN due to its in-order instruction execution [4]. Whereas both KNL (JULIA) and
Haswell (JURECA) have out-of-order instruction execution and the rough estimation of the
runtime is proportional to processor frequency.

Table 6: Runtime of various components of ParFlow on JULIA and JURECA.

Part of application JULIA JURECA JUQUEEN
solver setup 0.16 0.057 0.14
solver 87.62 12.61 100.88
solver cleanup 0.03 0.007 0.071
matvec 0.78 0.15 1.53
PFB I/O 2.09 0.84 3.83
Geometries 0.09 0.015 0.26
SubsrfSim 0.02 0.003 0.03
Porosity 0.005 0.001 0.009
PhaseRelPerm 28.64 2.80 21.75
PFMG 2.44 0.54 4.92
HYPRE Copies 4.53 0.77 7.86
NL F Eval 10.36 1.39 13.26
KINSol 84.60 11.64 95.65
Total runtime 87.92 12.69 101.12

7 Summary of observations
From the performance analysis of ParFlow it is possible to conclude the following:

• A few compiler flags (i.e. -no-prec-div, -parallel and profiler guided optimization)
can slightly improve runtime of the application.

• Only 0.9% of total time spent in 10 vectorized loops whereas the 99.1% is a scalar code.
Efficiency of 10 vectorized loops is 44%.

• The most time-consuming loops are in three functions, i.e. RichardsJacobianEval and
PhaseRelPerm and Saturation. All of them use the GrGeomInLoop macro.

• Current implementation of ParFlow on Intel Xeon is 7 times faster than on Intel Xeon
Phi (see Table 6).

7http://ark.intel.com/compare/94033,81908
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To improve overall performance of the application the following changes are recommended:

• Parallelization or/and vectorization of the loops in RichardsJacobianEval and
PhaseRelPerm and Saturation can significantly improve runtime of the application. We
recommend to investigate it in the following proof-of-concept.
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